Setting up Splunk Synthetic Monitoring

Task 1: Configure different checks

• Understand which UX metrics Splunk Synthetic Monitoring captures
• Configure different check types:
  ◦ Create a real browser check
    ▪ Understand advanced settings
  ◦ Create an HTTP uptime check
    ▪ Understand advanced settings
  ◦ Create a port uptime check
    ▪ Understand advanced settings
  ◦ Create an API check
  ◦ Create a benchmark check

Task 2: Configure alerts

• Understand how alerting works
• Configure and respond to alerts
• Set alerting thresholds
• Escalate alerts
• Send alerts to other tools, such as Slack or PagerDuty

Task 3: Configure visualizations

• Create reports
  ◦ Custom reports
  ◦ Comparison reports
  ◦ Domain performance reports
  ◦ Trend reports
• Send data to other tools, such as DataDog
• Create a status page
• Pull data from the API manually or with Postman
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